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Restless legs syndrome (RLS) is a common
neurologic disorder characterized primarily by
uncomfortable and unpleasant sensations in
the legs, which are relieved by movement.
According to the recently revised diagnostic
criteria, RLS is a clinical diagnosis that
depends on establishing the key features of the
disorder [1]. The four essential diagnostic
features of RLS include:
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Ropinirole is an original nonergoline dopamine agonist indicated for the treatment of
Parkinson’s disease. However, recent developments in the study of restless legs syndrome
have demonstrated another role for this drug. The symptoms of restless legs syndrome are
responsive to dopaminergic agents such as ropinirole. The dosage of ropinirole needed to
treat the symptoms of restless legs syndrome appears to be much smaller than what is
necessary for Parkinson’s disease therapy. The liver is primarily responsible for the
metabolism of ropinirole, which has an elimination half-life of approximately 6 h. Ropinirole
is generally well tolerated, with no serious adverse effects. Clinical studies have indicated
that ropinirole can effectively reduce the motor symptoms of restless legs syndrome and
improve overall sleep quality.
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• A strong urge to move the legs, usually
associated with uncomfortable sensations
in the legs
• Symptoms that start or become worse
with rest
• A temporary or partial relief of symptoms with
movement, such as stretching or walking
• A worsening of symptoms in the evening or
at night
RLS is characterized as a sleep disorder by the
American Academy of Sleep Medicine due to
the impact of RLS on sleep onset latency and
sleep disruption during the night. Often
patients describe their experiences of difficulty in initiating or maintaining sleep due to
the severe discomfort in their legs at night.
The pain or unpleasant sensations may
present during the early morning hours,
resulting in the patients pacing their bedroom
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in frustration in the middle of the night. Feelings of aggravation and anxiety would be
expected in anyone who has a disturbed
major sleep period, with secondary daytime
fatigue or sleepiness. Consistent sleep deprivation and emotional suffering as a consequence of RLS is likely to contribute to other
significant health risks, including mood disorders, diminished immune function and
increased risk of accidents.
Frequently, patients with RLS experience
periodic leg movements (PLMs) that can occur
during resting periods while awake or during
sleep. PLMs are defined as repetitive movements of the lower extremities for periods of
0.5–5 sec at intervals of 5–90 sec, with at least
four in a series [2]. When these PLMs occur
during sleep, they have the ability to awake the
patient from sleep, thus causing sleep disturbance. When multiple PLMs with arousal
occur during the sleep period, there may be
sleep fragmentation and a reduction in sleep
efficiency, with consequent excessive daytime
sleepiness or fatigue. In general, PLMs in sleep
occur in approximately 80–90% of patients
with RLS [3]. Thus, the presence of PLMs in
sleep bolsters the diagnosis of RLS. However,
the absence of such movements during sleep
does not exclude a diagnosis of RLS.
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are all associated with altered iron metabolism. In particular,
iron deficiency has been found to be common in cases of secondary RLS. Low iron stores, as determined by a serum ferritin
level of less than 50 mcg, have been shown to be associated
with RLS symptoms [13]. Iron supplementation in such cases,
even when there is no associated anemia, has been shown to be
effective in reducing the symptoms of RLS. Recent data have
documented the relative depletion of brain iron stores in RLS
patients. Ferritin in cerebrospinal fluid has been found to be
low in idiopathic RLS patients [14]. Also, magnetic resonance
imaging studies of the brain have shown depletion of iron in
the substantia nigra of such patients, which is related to RLS
severity [15]. Autopsy reports have confirmed depletion of iron
and alteration in levels of iron proteins [16]. Iron is required as a
cofactor for hydroxylation of tyrosine hydroxylase, which is the
rate-limiting enzyme for dopamine synthesis. These findings
on iron deficiency have been included in a comprehensive
model that explains how iron deficiency could lead to the
dopamine abnormalities underlying RLS [17].
Recent prevalence studies confirm the notion that RLS is
common in populations derived from northern and western
Europe. One study of a population sample in Kentucky (USA),
using a questionnaire that was based on the International RLS
Study Group criteria (IRLSSG), found that 10% of respondents reported experiencing RLS symptoms on 5 or more nights
per month [18,19]. Another study of working age women in Sweden (aged 18–64 years) found that 11.4% of these adults
reported symptoms of RLS consistent with the IRLSSG diagnostic criteria [20]. A similar study of men found that 5.8% were
affected [21]. There were significantly increased complaints of
sleep problems and effects on daytime performance due to
inadequate sleep in these women compared with those without
RLS symptoms. In a population study of the elderly in Germany, 10.2% of the elderly were diagnosed with RLS, women
at a higher prevalence (13.9%) than men (6.2%) [22]. Recently,
a number of epidemiologic studies have examined RLS prevalence in other population groups. The large, multinational RLS
Epidemiology, Symptoms and Treatment Primary Care Study
found that 9.6% of patients reported experiencing symptoms at
least weekly, and 88.4% of RLS sufferers reported at least one
sleep-related symptom [23]. Although 64.8% reported consulting a physician about their symptoms, only 12.9% reported
receiving a diagnosis of RLS by their physician. Two studies
from Asia found lower prevalence in Japanese (3%) and Singapore (0.1%) populations than those typically seen in northern
and western European populations [24,25]. Recent studies have
suggested that PLMs during sleep may be more common in
children than previously suspected. There is evidence that
PLMs are especially common in children with attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [26,27].
As previously noted, the diagnosis of RLS is based on a clinical history of symptoms meeting the four cardinal features of
this disorder. An objective diagnostic test for RLS has yet to be
established. However, diagnostic tests such as the suggested
immobilization test (SIT) and the polysomnogram (PSG) are
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Most RLS cases appear to be idiopathic in nature; however,
with the increasing number of RLS patients with iron deficiency and low ferritin, this may be an incorrect assumption as
it is unclear if these patients are being correctly classified as having nonidiopathic RLS. Clinical surveys of idiopathic RLS
patients have shown that up to 60% report a positive family
history [4]. Despite these reports, genetic analyses published to
date have found different contributing chromosomes. Various
other mechanisms for the development of RLS have been suggested. The role of spinal structures in the pathophysiology of
RLS continues to evolve. One theory involves the presence of
the central spinal pattern generator for gait, which is modulated
by central dopaminergic neurons [5]. The current literature
favors the dopaminergic A11 neurons as an RLS-generator over
the nigrostriatal dopaminergic system (A9 neurons) responsible
for the major symptoms of Parkinson’s disease [6]. Another area
of focus is the opiate system, indicated by the excellent treatment responses in RLS. It is known that the efficacy of opiates
in pain relief is related to the dopaminergic system. Additionally, noradrenergic neurotransmission may also have a role in
inducing RLS since dopamine is a precursor in the synthesis of
norepinephrine. Finally, a fresh theme receiving attention is the
circadian rhythm of RLS symptoms. It has been shown that
physiologic concentrations of melatonin exert an inhibitory
effect on dopaminergic secretion in several areas of the mammalian CNS, and the results of a recent study suggest that
melatonin may be implicated in the worsening of RLS
symptoms in the evening and during the night [7].
Although the pathophysiology of RLS is still not completely
understood, the aforementioned recent developments all point
to the involvement of the dopaminergic system in RLS. Additionally, there is growing evidence that an abnormality of the
body’s use and storage of iron may be the cause of the
dopamine defect. For example, imaging studies using ligands
targeted to pre- and postsynaptic dopamine sites have found a
mild reduction of dopamine function in the striatum region of
the brain [8,9]. It is still unclear whether this modest difference is
suggestive of RLS involvement or simply a part of a more general dopamine dysfunction. Furthermore, not every study has
found an abnormality of dopaminergic system imaging [10].
Studies of the cerebrospinal fluid in RLS patients obtained during periods with and without symptoms found no difference
from controls in the dopamine metabolite, homovanillic acid
[11,12]. However, this was also the case in Parkinson’s disease,
despite the fact that the dopaminergic system is much more
impaired than in RLS, suggesting that this is not a sensitive
method of measuring central dopamine deficiency. Therefore,
dopamine involvement in RLS may be primarily
pharmacologic, rather than physiologic.
Below are the three most important, reversible,
secondary forms of RLS:
• End stage renal disease
• Pregnancy
• Iron deficiency anemia
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promise. In a small, double-blinded, randomized and controlled study, pramipexole was significantly effective in relieving
RLS sensorimotor symptoms by questionnaire assessment and
reducing PLMs by polysomnogram [38]. Similarly, a more
recent open label trial with pramipexole in 17 patients with
RLS demonstrated improvements in both subjective findings
and objective data using polysomnogram [39]. Other small studies have also shown subjective improvement in RLS symptoms
[40–43]. The most commonly reported side effects in these studies were fluid retention/edema, daytime fatigue/sleepiness, gastrointestinal distress, insomnia/alertness, dizziness and occasional augmentation of RLS. These studies consistently report a
benefit in using pramipexole in the treatment of RLS in adults.
However, the actual degree of effectiveness remains unclear due
to the inadequate number of large studies.
Finally, it should be mentioned that gabapentin has also been
shown to improve the symptoms associated with RLS. Gabapentin is a structural analogue of γ-aminobutyric acid. A recent
4-week open clinical trial comparing gabapentin and ropinirole
in the treatment of idiopathic RLS showed that these two
agents were similar in their effects and tolerability [44]. The
mean dosage of gabapentin in this study was 800 ± 397 mg,
while the mean dosage of ropinirole was 0.78 ± 0.47 mg. In
most patients, RLS symptoms were still improved after
6–10 months of follow-up. Further double-blinded, placebocontrolled trials are necessary to determine the definitive role of
gabapentin in the treatment of RLS.
Another nonergot dopamine agonist that is being actively
studied in the treatment of RLS is ropinirole. Ropinirole is
approved for treatment of the signs and symptoms of idiopathic
Parkinson’s disease (PD). The effectiveness of ropinirole was
demonstrated in randomized, controlled trials in patients with
early PD who were not receiving concomitant levodopa therapy
as well as in patients with advanced PD on concomitant
levodopa [45–48].
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being used to fully evaluate patients with symptoms of RLS. A
combination of the SIT, a provocation test conducted in the
evening, with measurement of sensory discomfort and the presence of frequent PLMs during the awake epochs of the standard
PSG can produce a high degree of diagnostic accuracy
(reported sensitivity of 82%, specificity of 100% on sample
tested) [28,29]. This may therefore be helpful as a confirmatory
test if it is positive, but it does not rule out RLS if negative.
Since RLS is primarily a subjective disorder, the average
office evaluation is limited to subjective rating scales to determine severity. The International RLS rating scale has been validated in an international multicenter study (IRLSSG) [19]. This
rating scale is now being used as a measure of therapeutic efficacy in clinical trials. Its utility lies in its ability to measure both
primary disease symptoms and disease impact on sleep and
quality of life. Additional subjective measures include sleep logs
and quality of life scales.
In general, pharmacologic treatment of RLS should be limited to patients who meet specific diagnostic criteria and experience clinically relevant RLS symptoms. Therapy should be tailored to the severity of the disease, the subjective complaints of a
patient and a patient’s desire for treatment. All medications that
are helpful for RLS also appear to be effective in PLM disorder.
In recent reviews of the literature, it has become clear that
dopaminergic agents have been the focus of intense evaluation
in RLS therapy [30–32]. RLS has primarily been treated by four
types of medications: dopaminergic agents, opioids, benzodiazepines and anticonvulsants. However, dopaminergic agents,
particularly dopamine agonists, have been the best-studied and
most successful class of medications in the treatment of RLS.
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Levodopa with decarboxylase inhibitor is effective in the treatment of RLS and periodic leg movement disorder (PLMD) [31].
To date, levodopa has been the most studied dopaminergic agent
as a treatment for RLS. The main side effects complicating its use
in clinical practice are the high frequencies of RLS daytime augmentation (i.e., occurrence or worsening of daytime RLS symptoms with long-term medication usage) and early morning
rebound of RLS symptoms, especially at higher doses.
Another agent effective in the treatment of RLS and PLMD
is pergolide, an ergot-derived dopamine agonist. In one large
clinical study, 78.6% remained on pergolide long-term, despite
adverse effects of nausea, nasal congestion and mild augmentation [33]. In most cases, these adverse effects were either minor
or could be adequately controlled. Other recent studies also
confirm the objective and subjective benefits of pergolide in the
treatment of RLS [34,35]. However, the development of serious
complications that are typical of ergot-derived medications,
such as pleuropulmonary fibrosis or cardiac valvulopathy, have
been documented in isolated case reports [36,37].
Given the adverse effects associated with levodopa and pergolide, many researchers are putting more efforts in evaluating
newer, nonergoline forms of dopamine agonists for RLS
therapy. Pramipexole is one of these agents that have shown
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Ropinirole is a selective dopamine agonist at the D2, D3 and D4
dopamine receptor subtypes, binding with higher affinity to D3
receptors than the other receptor subtypes [49]. Ropinirole binds
to both central and peripheral dopamine receptors.
Pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics & metabolism

Ropinirole is rapidly absorbed after oral administration, reaching
peak concentration in approximately 1–2 h. In clinical studies,
over 88% of a radiolabeled dose was recovered in the urine and
absolute bioavailability was 55%, indicating a first-pass effect [49].
Food does not affect the extent of absorption of ropinirole. Its
elimination half-life is approximately 6 h [50]. Steady-state concentrations can be expected within 2 days of dosing. Ropinirole
is widely distributed throughout the body, and it has low protein
binding that is independent of its plasma concentration. Ropinirole is extensively metabolized to inactive metabolites by the
liver. The major metabolic pathways are N-despropylation and
hydroxylation to form the inactive metabolites. The major
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There have been a number of studies that have evaluated the
efficacy of ropinirole as monotherapy in the treatment of PD;
however, clinical efficacy studies evaluating its role in the treatment of RLS have been limited. Until recently, there were only
five small clinical studies supporting the use of ropinirole in
RLS therapy. One study was a single-blinded, nonrandomized
crossover trial investigating the acute effects of ropinirole
0.5 mg in untreated RLS patients [53,54]. According to evaluations performed with psychomotor tasks and standard nocturnal polysomnography, there were significant improvements in
objective and subjective sleep quality measures. Ropinirole
treatment resulted in increases in both total sleep time and
sleep efficiency, as compared with placebo. The other four studies were open-label clinical series that varied in duration of
treatment, from 1 to 10 months, and the sample sizes were
small (five to 16 subjects) [55–58]. The treatment dosage ranged
from 0.25 to 4.0 mg. PLMs were measured (using PSG) in one
study, and the others used subjective tools. The study using
objective data found improvements in sleep efficiency and
PLMs, both immediately after beginning treatment with ropinirole and 1 month later [55]. All studies reported significant
reductions of symptom severity through subjective ratings
while on treatment.
Given the promising results of these initial clinical studies,
the thrust to fully evaluate the potential role of ropinirole in
RLS treatment has recently produced larger, double-blinded,
placebo-controlled trials. The first of these trials was a 12-week
randomized comparison involving 284 patients from ten European countries [59]. The mean daily dose of ropinirole at
12 weeks was 1.9 mg. The daily dose was administered near
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bedtime. There was a significant improvement in subjective rating scales in the ropinirole group as compared with placebo
at week 12. Furthermore, based on these subjective ratings
scales, the benefits of ropinirole were apparent by week 1. Ropinirole also resulted in major enhancements in sleep and quality
of life end points. The most common adverse effects were
nausea (37.7%) and headache (19.9%).
Another double-blinded, placebo-controlled study of ropinirole was performed as a crossover trial of 22 RLS
patients [60]. Patients were treated with up to 6.0 mg/day over a
4-week study period. The average daily dose of ropinirole during treatment was 4.6 mg, divided in twice-daily doses between
18:00 and 19:00, and at bedtime. The degree of improvement
with ropinirole was approximately 50% using the RLS Rating
Scale and diary data. Only eight out of the 22 patients had
complete resolution of symptoms during ropinirole treatment.
It was well tolerated during the study, and the most common
adverse effects reported were nausea and dizziness. The high
average daily dose of ropinirole required for treatment in this
study was likely to be as a result of administering the first dose
too early in the evening, which may have produced some augmentation effects. Another explanation for this atypical result is
that the study period was very short and the dosage was
increased rapidly due to time constraints.
A multinational study evaluated 106 out of 202 RLS patients
who completed 24 weeks of ropinirole treatment, titrated to a
dose range of 0.25–4 mg/day in a single-blind condition; 92 of
these patients were then randomized to 12 weeks of doubleblind treatment with ropinirole or placebo [61]. The drug was
administered once daily near bedtime. The primary end point
was the proportion of patients relapsing during the doubleblind phase. The odds of a patient relapsing while receiving placebo were approximately three-times greater than those of a
patient receiving ropinirole. In addition, health-related quality
of life measures showed a significant treatment difference in
favor of ropinirole, and when compared with patients continuing to receive ropinirole, patients switching to placebo during
the double-blind phase experienced significant worsening in
sleep disturbance, daytime somnolence and sleep quality.
Ultimately, the most recently published study has been the
most comprehensive and objective evaluation. Allen and colleagues studied 65 patients with RLS and PLMs in a doubleblinded, placebo-controlled, parallel-group, 12-week assessment [62]. The dose of active medication or matching placebo
was flexible, ranging from 0.25 to 4.0 mg/day. Drug administration occurred once daily near bedtime. Objective data were
obtained from standard polysomnographic evaluations and
subjective measures were gathered using the International
Restless Legs Scale and the Medical Outcomes Study sleep
scale. Ropinirole, at a mean dose of 1.8 mg/day, effectively
reduced PLMs in sleep to normal levels (<5 PLMs/h) for more
than half of the patients. At this dose, it also reduced PLMs
with arousal to a trivial level (<2 PLMA/h) for most (78.6%)
patients. More specifically, PLMs in sleep/h decreased from
48.5 to 11.8 in the ropinirole group compared with a decrease
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cytochrome P450 isozyme involved in the metabolism of ropinirole is CYP1A2 [49]. Less than 10% of the administered dose is
excreted as unchanged drug in the urine.
Since clinical studies showed that CYP1A2 is the major enzyme
responsible for the metabolism of ropinirole, there is the potential
for inhibitors or substrates of this enzyme to alter its clearance.
Therefore, if therapy with a drug known to be a potent inhibitor of
CYP1A2 is started or stopped during treatment with ropinirole,
adjustment of the ropinirole dose may be required.
Since therapy with ropinirole is initiated at a subtherapeutic
dosage and gradually titrated upward according to symptomatic
effects, adjustment of the initial dose based on gender, weight
or age is not necessary [49]. Also, no dosage adjustment is necessary in patients with moderate renal impairment (i.e., creatinine clearance between 30 and 50 ml/min) [51]. A recent openlabel crossover trial demonstrated that ropinirole was superior
to levodopa sustained release in relieving symptoms consistent
with RLS in a population of patients on chronic hemodialysis
[52]. As ropinirole is mainly metabolized in the liver, the use of
this drug is not recommended in patients with significant
hepatic dysfunction. In general, with any of the dopamine agonists, treatment of RLS should involve using the lowest
effective dose to avoid adverse effects.
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The clinical safety of ropinirole is similar to other dopamine
agonists. Most side effects are related to its dopaminergic
activity. The most commonly reported side effects in clinical
trials include nausea, headache, dizziness, somnolence, vomiting, abdominal pain, dyskinesia, orthostatic hypotension and
worsening of RLS or PD symptoms [63]. Augmentation of
symptoms, described as either a morning rebound exacerbation or an earlier appearance in the evening, has been attributed to some dopamine agonists, particularly levodopa.
Although there have been some reports of augmentation associated with the use of ropinirole, the present data provide no
clear suggestion to the extent of its impact at the lower doses
commonly used for RLS.
The one adverse effect of dopamine agonists that appears
to be receiving more attention is that of drowsiness or sleepiness. The initial report of irresistible and sudden sleepiness
(i.e., sleep attacks) induced by dopamine agonists resulting in
automobile accidents in PD patients spurred numerous
investigations that have suggested that sleepiness in PD
patients can occur with many different treatments [64–66]. The
adverse effect of daytime drowsiness from treatment with
dopamine agonists appears to be more common for PD
patients than for RLS patients [67]. In clinical practice,
patients should be monitored carefully for these symptoms,
and they may need to be advised not to drive and to avoid
other potentially dangerous activities. Given this caveat,
however, monitoring of somnolence in patients treated with
dopamine agonists has not been extensively researched, and
its importance and severity remain unclear.
Although sleepiness has been reported as a side effect of
dopaminergic agents in some RLS patients, ropinirole appears
less likely to cause excessive daytime sleepiness in the treatment
of RLS as compared with the treatment of PD. Part of this
explanation may be due to the very different pathologies of
these two disorders. PD patients also show a possible predisposition towards daytime sleepiness independent of treatment [68].
Finally, PD patients often take much higher doses of these
dopaminergic agents than their RLS counterparts.
The long-term use of nonergoline dopamine agonists such as
ropinirole will probably not result in serious adverse effects, such
as pleuropulmonary fibrosis and cardiac valvulopathy, which
have been attributed to some ergot-derived dopamine agonists.
However, long-term postmarketing surveillance is still lacking.

Overall, recent studies of ropinirole have demonstrated its
remarkable clinical efficacy in the treatment of both idiopathic
and uremic RLS. Ropinirole treatment reduces the incidence of
the motor symptoms of RLS, and it improves overall sleep, thus
effectively treating the primary morbidity of RLS. Furthermore, improvements in sleep have been demonstrated with
both objective and subjective assessments. The average daily
dose of ropinirole for effective RLS treatment appears to be
approximately 2.0 mg, given 1–3 h prior to bedtime.
Ropinirole has also been well tolerated, with no serious
adverse effects. Nausea, headache and dizziness remain the
most frequent side effects. The significance of augmentation
remains unclear due to a lack of substantial data at this time.
Treating RLS with the lowest effective dose of ropinirole should
help to avoid some of these adverse effects. The issue of sleepiness secondary to medication effects, raised for the treatment of
PD, has had quite limited study in relation to RLS. However,
ropinirole appears less likely to cause excessive daytime sleepiness in the treatment of RLS as compared with the treatment of
PD, for the reasons described above.
In the near future, large multicenter trials are needed to further investigate the role of dopamine agonists in RLS treatment. Specifically, emphasis should be placed on gathering
more data on clinical efficacy, precise effects of treatment, and
long-term benefits and treatment effects. Other focal points of
study should be the issue of symptomatic augmentation and
the potential problem of daytime sleepiness induced by treatment. There clearly remains an inadequate amount of knowledge regarding the long-term treatment outcomes and the
extent of augmentation with dopamine agonists. Lastly, comparative studies of agents used in RLS therapy would be helpful
in guiding treatment.
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from 35.7 to 34.2 in the placebo group. PLMs while awake /h
were also considerably decreased with ropinirole treatment as
compared with placebo. PSG studies further demonstrated
that ropinirole treatment significantly improved both patients’
ability to initiate sleep and the amount of Stage II sleep compared with placebo. Additionally, there were nonsignificant
trends toward increases in total sleep time and sleep efficiency.
Again, ropinirole was well tolerated, with no serious adverse
effects. The most common adverse effects reported during
treatment were headache (34.4%) and nausea (31.3%).
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Key issues
• Restless legs syndrome (RLS) is a common neurologic
condition characterized by uncomfortable and unpleasant
sensations in the legs, which are relieved by movement.
Although the etiology remains uncertain, current research
indicates involvement of the dopamine system.
• Ropinirole is a nonergoline dopamine agonist which is
approved for the treatment of the signs and symptoms of
idiopathic Parkinson’s disease.
• Treatment with ropinirole reduces the incidence of the
motor symptoms of RLS and improves overall sleep quality.
• The ropinirole dosage required to treat the symptoms of RLS
(0.25–3.0 mg) appears to be much smaller than what is
necessary for Parkinson’s disease therapy.
• Ropinirole is generally well tolerated, with no serious
adverse effects.
• Further investigation through long-term clinical trials may
soon lead to the approval of ropinirole for RLS therapy.
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There remains a lack of information regarding various administration routes and special populations. The elderly constitute part
of the population currently being studied, but systematic reviews
may be necessary. In addition, given the current increased awareness of ADHD in children, it appears probable that more emphasis
will be placed on evaluating associated disorders such as RLS and
the medications used to treat them. The treatment of secondary

RLS with dopaminergic agents deserves more attention. Also,
treatment of RLS with dopamine agonists will require further analyses of patients’ symptoms and the various needs for once-daily
dosing, multiple daily doses or only intermittent treatment. Finally,
additional molecular genetic studies may help to identify genes
that can predispose to this disorder, thus facilitating the
development of new therapeutic strategies.
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